The auditor, however, has other problems to solve:
1. How can he objectively specify his prior knowledge about the population?
2. How can he objectively interpret posterior probabilities to decide how to audit this population?
In this paper the above-mentioned questions are answered by showing that the methodology of discovery sampling gives all the information needed to specify the prior and to interpret the posterior densities. This results in a Bayesian version of a methodology that has already been used by auditors for a number of years.
By using the Bayesian model of discovery sampling presented in this paper, auditors are not only able to reduce sample sizes but will also exactly know the importance of the assumptions they have made in order to achieve this efficiency. Kriens and Veenstra (1985) , Van Batenburg, Kriens and Veenstra (1987) , Kriens (1988 Let p be the error fraction in a population. The null hypothesis
It is obvious to take as the critical region of this test Z -{k~k~1}, k representing the number of errors in a random sample of size n taken from the population to be audited. By taking this very null hypothesis, standard testing theory is reasonably simplified: the probability of a type I error, a(wrongly rejecting a perfect population) equals zero, so attention can be focused completely on the probability of a type II error.
The symbol p is -as usual -given to the probability to accept a population that is not perfect.
The random variable k follows a hypergeometric probability function which can often be approximated by a binomial probability function. Using this approximation the probability of a type II error equals:
The parameters~~and pl are chosen by the auditor, stating: 'when the true error percentage exceeds pl, the probability of not noticing this from the sample may not exceed p~'. Sample sizes can now be deducted:
p~p when n)
Some interesting minimal sample sizes used for testing in this manner are presented in table 1, to which can be added that in practical applications g~is usually chosen to be lx or 5x, whereas pl almost never exceeds 5X. The critical error fraction pl, chosen by the auditor in order to decide on the sample size to be used, together with the maximal probability p0 of a type II error to be allowed, will also be the outcome of the calculation of the upper limit of the one-sided 100(1-~0)x confidence interval for p given a random sample of size n in which no errors occurred. This can be verified by specifying the formula by which this upper limit is calculated:
Min{PIP(k-0)In.P)~AO}.
Assuming one wants to exploit this information from year t in the sampling process for year ttl, it is, from a Bayesian point of view, reasonable to fit a prior distribution (Pr(.)} on~for year ttl such that The idea to use a beta prior distribution in similar situations is standard; in the context of díscovery sampling a more general version of (3.2) was presented by Kriens as early as 1963; cf. Kriens (1963) .
In accordance with the arguments given in section 2 the posterior distribution of the random variable Q in year ttl, following from the Bayesian model, is required to satisfy (3-3) P(p~P2) -P2.
with p2 and p2 to be chosen. By stating the classical parameters p2 and p2 in the usual way ('when the error fraction exceeds p2, the probability of not noticing this from the sample may not exceed p2'), the auditor has declared which posterior probability he wants to achieve using the Bayesian model. This complete model is presented in the next section.
An approach d~fferent from (3.3) is also possible; one can require the posterior probability P(~-0~n, k-0) to be sufficiently high, say ) hl. In this approach all attention is focussed on the point mass in p-0, in stead of on the upper límit of the confidence interval. We use (3.3) because it provides a mean to explicitly use the parameters of discovery sampling which is in agreement with Touche Ross Nederland's practice. 4.2. Probability of zero errors in a random sample of size n from a population with error fraction p:
4.3. The posterior probability function Po for p results from the following calculations:
f L(k-0ln,p)Pr(p)dp 0 s(1-P)nts-1 1 nts-1 f s(1-p) dp 0 nts-1 -(n~s)(1-p) 0 C p C 1.
4.4. Prior identification: from the audit of year t a 100(1-g )x confit dence inte~rval is calculated to have one-sided upper limit pt. 'I'herefore we take: log Sttl log st n -log (1-pt}1) -log (1-pt).
4.~. The prior density of p in year t~l is derived from the information found in year t. This actually implies that the auditor states that populations to be audited in years t and ttl are completely equivalent.
This will iisually not be true and the population to be audited in year ttl will only be comparible with the population in year t to a certain extent. As a measure of comparibility a factor f on the interval [O,100y] is introduced, which indicates the auditor's opinion on comparability. If the auditor is of the opinion that both populations are completely equivalent, he gives f the value 100x. However, if he thinks that both populations are completely incomparible the value for f will be 0. The latter may occur if in year t one or more major errors were found; as a consequence measures will have been taken to improve the situation in such a way that new major errors are considered to be impossible.
Using the factor f sample size n(year tfl) for year ttl can be calculated as a weighted average between classical and Bayesian sample sizes:
n(year ttl) -(1-F).n(year ttl without Bayes) t t f'.n(year ttl with Bayes) -log Sttl -(1-f). log (1-Pt;l)J log gt}1 log tet ; f. log (1-pt}1) -log (1-pt)
log~t;l log pt -log (1-pt41) -f log (1-pt). 
